Reporting Results

Commentary and Discussion: Section Overview

Jesse’s Science Fair Report
For a report, a student considers simply combining all of the information he has highlighted on photocopies made from a book pertaining to his project.

Discussion 73
Student Handout 79

The Research Paper
A student asks a friend who attends a different high school if she can use her friend’s research paper as the basis for her own science research paper.

Discussion 73
Student Handout 81

Ruth’s Science Fair Project
A student fails to acknowledge assistance she received in completing her science fair project.

Discussion 74
Student Handout 83

The Water Pollution Project
A student’s father does most of the work on his science fair project but the student claims that he did the work alone.

Discussion 76
Student Handout 85

The Application Form
A student who is applying for a summer research program at a local university considers exaggerating his laboratory experiences on the application form.

Discussion 76
Student Handout 87